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Year 3 Curriculum (Spring 1)

Scrumdiddlyumptious

Let’s tickle our taste buds this half term with our Scrumdiddlyumptious topic!
This half term, we will be learning all about where our food comes from, how we can describe the
taste, texture and appearance of different foods and the different processes involved in making
food products.
We’ll be reading a range of Roald Dahl books and delving into the magical world of Willy Wonka.
We will be creating Cinder Toffee and different chocolate bars.
In Science, we will be looking at what we should be eating and how to protect our teeth. In art and
design, we’ll look closely at fruits and vegetables and sketch what we can see. We’ll follow recipes
and learn about foods from around the world.
At the end of the unit of work, we will make and produce our own chocolate and design our own packaging
to sell to our friends and families at the end of the school day. We will also have a regal cream tea and
sample the delicious cakes and sandwiches we have made.
Home Learning
 This is a perfect opportunity to taste new foods and have a go at following recipes. Why not bake healthy muffins
or prepare a slow cooker stew together? You could also sample adventurous foods from around the world.
Alternatively, you could read the packaging of foods in your fridge to find out where they have come from.
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Curriculum focus
English
Mathematics
Science
History
Art and Design
Computing
D&T
Geography
Music
PE
PSHE
RE

Poetry, persuasive writing, recounts
Geometry, measure (length), number and place value, multiplication and division
Plants
Significant Individuals – George Cadbury, James Lind
Cezanne- Still Life
Research
Cooking and Packaging
Food Miles and Fairtrade
Musical Notations
Exercise
Dreams and Goals
Different beliefs about God.

